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Abrtract Coresponding to every topology T on a set X , we define a completely regular 
topology TCT on X Then (X,T*) is called the completely regular space associated with 
T) In this paper we investigate and give various characterisations of associated completely 

regular spaces. 

1.Introduction

J. Pelham Thomas [3] considered associated regular spaces. In this 

paper, we investigate a similar concept of as sociated completely regular 
spaces. To every topology T on a set X we associate a completely regular 
topology 1T°cT on X such that the continuous maps from X to a completelyregular space Y are the same for T and T*. Then (X,T*) is called the 
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comlaedr regular space 
associatcd

with (A, I ). In his paper, we h 

everal chrac terisations of associated 
completely 

regular spaces 

2. Some Characterisations 

per, we have given 

desed i 
Let (X,T) be a topological space. A closed subset A of X is 

- 0 and fa) = 1, for each a e A. Dually, an open set G is +open if Y 

closed A space is called completely regular it for each closed set A and . 

A. there exists a continuous map f: X [01) such that f(x) = 0 and fa) =1 

for cach x E XA, there exists a continuous map f:X > [0,11 such at fx) 

Gis 

for every ae A. 

2.1.Lemma LetX and Y be topological spaces and J:X >Ybe contimuou 
lfA I5 -clased in Y, thenf (4) is »closed in X. 

Proof. Clearly f(A) is closed. Let x e X\f"(A)=f"(Y\ A). Then fx) E 
YA. Since A is -closed in Y, there exists a continuous map g: Y > [0.1] 
such that gf(x)) = 0 and g(z) = 1, for every z E A. Now g of: X > [0,1] is contimuous such that (gofXx) = 0 and (gofy) = 1 

, for every y ef"(A).Thusf (A) is -closed in X. O 

Proof. 

2.2. Remark A space is completcly regular if and only if any closed set is osed. D0 

2.3. Theorem. Let (X,T) be a topological space and T* = {G X:G pen). T hen 
(a) 1s a completely regular topology coarser than T. 
(b) For amy completehy regular space Y, continuous maps X->Y are Ie* 

Jr T and T (c) XT) 18 completely regular if and onty if T T* 

maps X-Y are the same 

Proof. e T and Xe T° (lrivial). let G,G e T°. Then di Then G Gz ¬ 
Xe G2. Then there exists Continuous maps 

Ifx Gr G then x e G and xe G2. Then there exists connC. and 
12X[o,1) such that f(x) = 0 =. g{x), fy) - 1 

, for every 
gx), f(y) 1, for cvery yeX G and 
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g(z) =1, for cvery z e X\Gz. Let h fvg. Then h: X [0,1) is continuous,
h(x) -0, h(y)= 1, for every y e X\ (GinG). Thus Gin Gze T 

Let Ga E T* for every a e A. Then Uaes G. e T. If x e U G, then 

xE Ga for some aoeA. Then there cxists a continuous map f : X > [0,1 

such that fx) - 0 and f) 1, for every ye X\ Gag Since X \ Gr X 

Uaes G., f)= 1, for cvery ze X\Uacs G. Thus Unes G e T. Hence 
T is a topokogy on X. Since any »-open set is open, T* CT. This proves (a). 

Let Y be a completely regular space and f: (X,T) Y be continuous. 
Let A be closed in Y, then by lemma 1 and remark 1, f"(A) is »-closed in X 
ie., f (A) is closed in (X,T*). Thus f: (X,T*) > Y is continuous. On the 

other hand ifg : (X,T")> Y is continuous, since T T', g : (X,T) > Y is 
also continuous. Thus for any completely regular space Y, continuous maps X Y are the same for T and T*. This proves (b). 

Let A be closed in (X,T*) and x e A. Then there exists a continuous 
map f: (X,T) > [0,1] such that f{x) = 0 and f(a) = 1, for every a E A. Since [0,1] is completcly regular, by the first part of the theorem, f: (X,T*) -> [0,1] is continuous. Thus there exists a continuous map f: (X,T*) [0,1] such that fx) = 0 and f{a) = 1, for every a e A. Thus (X,T*) is completely regular. 

Since T is completely regular, T is completely regular if T = T*, using remark 2.2. This proves (c). O 

2.4. Proposition. IfT' is completely regular topology on X coarser than T such that for any completely regular space Y, contimuous mapsX >Y are the same for 1T and T, then T" = T*. 
Proof. Let A be closed in (X,T') and x e A. Since (X,T") is completelyregular, there exists a continuous map f: (X,T') > [0,1] such that f(x) = 0 andf(a)= 1, for every a e A. By assumption f: (X,T) > [0,1 is continuous. Thus A is-closed in (X,T). i.e., A is closed in (X,T°). Hence T" c T°. Since TCT, the identity map i (X,T) > (X,T*) is continuous. Since (X,T*) is Completely regular, by assumption the identity map i : (X,T°) (X,T°) is 

continuous. i.e., T° CT. Hence T' = T*. 
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opokogy T on a set X and (X.T) dhe completely regular pae 
n 

with (Tn 

u space We call I he compleaely regular topology asuviated w 

The following are some of the various characterinaticm 

28iated completely regular topology. 

characterinatima A t 

25 Proposition For a space (X. T). T^ is the weak opoly indu.ed h 

comtmuos maps from (X.T) >[0,1] 

Proo Snce (X,T*) is complctely regular, T° is the weak topoogy ndu 

ball continuous maps from (X,T*) > [0,11. But by theorem 23 hee 

continuous maps are precisely the continuous maps from (X,T) > [011 

26 Proposition. The cozero subsets of (, T) formsa basis for the vpog 

Proo. Lct C be the set of all cozero subsets of (X,T).Let Ue T. Then XU 
is ciosed in T*. ie., X\U, isclosed in (X,T). Then for each x eX U 
there exists a continuous map f: X> [0,1] such that 

fXU) = {0} and fx) = 1. 

But C y e X: fy) :0} is a cozero set containing x and contained in U. 
2.7. Proposition For a space (X,T). T* is the least upper bound g a mplete hy regular topologies on X coarser than T. 
Proof. Lt {T}es be the collection of all completely regular topologiesX coarscr than T. Since T is completely regular and coarser than T, T C 

Veh Te 
(1) For cvery A Tc T. Then the identity map i (X,D > (XT)> 

condinuous By theorem 2.3, i: (X,T°) (XT) is continuous. Then l« 
T, for every e A and conscqucntly

VTT 
(2) From (1) and (2). 
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28 Proposition For a space (X. T), a sbset A of X isopen if and onhy if 

there erits a 
cont1muonus map I from (X,1) to a completeb regular space 

.T) such that A f U) for some U in T 

Proof fbe a continuous map from (X,T) to a complctely regular space 

Y.T) uch that A f'(U) for some U in T. Then, since T is completely 

regular. Unpen m (Y,T). Thus A s -open in (X, T), by Lcmma 2.1. 

Now if A isopcn in (X,T), then A is open in (X,T"), (X, T") is 

compictcly regular, the identity map i: (X,T) > (X,T*) continuous and A 

i(A) Hence the result. 0 

2.9. Proposition. IfT, and T are topologies on X such that T cT, then 

Proof Since Tc T Tis a completely regular topology coarser than T2. 

Bu by proposition 2.7, Tis the join of all completely regular topologies 

coarser than it, T7. 0 

2.10. Proposition. (M.J.Noris[2]). Join of an arbitrary collection of 

completel regular topologies on a space is completely regular. 

Proof. Let {T«}ees be a collection of completely regular topologies on X. 

LeT =V.es T. By proposition 2.7, T" is the join of all completely regular 

opokogjes coarser than T. Since TeCT and T.'s are completcly regular, 

Vh T. C T*. 
ie,T c T° But always, T° c T. Hence T = T*, a completely regular 

wpokogy. 0 

2.11. Proposition T* is indiscrete if and only if every continuOus map from 

K.T) [0,1] is constant 
Proof. IfT* is not indiscrete, then there exists a proper non empty-closed 

set in X. Thus there exists a continuous map which is not constant.
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Supposc there existsf:X >|0,1] contmuous such that 

losed in [0,1), f"tfx)} 
hat 

for some x, X ¬ X. Since {f{x1)} is closed in [0,11, f -1!fy ) f, 

non- cmptyclosed set. Thus T s not indiscrete. 0 
a proper 

2.12. Proposition. 
A space (X, T) is connected if and only if X,T") 

connccted. 

Proof. Since T* c T, f (X,T) is connected then (X,T*) is connected 

Conversely assume (X,T) is not connected. Then there e 

continuous surjection f: (X,T) > ({0,1},D) where D is the discrete tonn 
Since ({0,1},D) is completely regular, by theorem 2.3, f : (X, T°) -((01 

D) is a continuous surjection. Thus (X,T*) is not connected. O 
((0.1 
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